Transilvania Rally is the new version of traditional
Avram Iancu rally or Raliu Clujului, one of the oldest,
from 1976, motorsport competitions in Romania.
Cluj in the past was the heart, together with Brasov
and Pitesti (where Dacia factories were and still are
situated), of Romanian motorsport. This tradition is
still alive and Cluj is the home of Napoca Rally Academy, the most known Romanian team in Europe,
and of many fast drivers of different categories.
In the past the rally was on gravel, to became in last
10 years a reference for the tarmac competition in the
country.
Dangau, Tarnita, Marisel, Faget, but also the newcomers Belis or Manastireni, are fantastic tarmac stages, with high speed section and twisty parts mixed
together. There was also a huge tradition, under communist times, of circuit race in the city centre, and
the SS stage in the town uses some parts of the old
city circuit where the passionate Cluj people can be
close to the cars and drivers.
Capital of the youth spirit in Romania for sport, film
and music, Cluj is the perfect match for the dynamic
and active rallying atmosphere of both Rally Transilvania and the TER Series.

In 2017 Kenotek Ypres Rally will celebrate its 53rd edition.
A classic event in Europe, it offers a special challenge but
most of all a unique atmosphere. Set in the very heart of Europe, in the historic city of Ypres, it is accessible to fans and
teams from all over the continent. The heart of the rally is
situated in the Ypres town square, an important historic city
and a popular tourist destination, a Unesco World Heritage site, which hosts the service park creating a spectacular
backdrop and making everyone feel involved. The tarmac
stages of Kenotek Ypres rally are mostly narrow farm roads,
linked by tight turns, ready to take toll on the drivers who
push their luck. The roads are lined with hazards including
telegraph poles, ditches and trees. The fast and challenging
stages sometimes feature mud and gravel on the inside of
the corners, where cars take big cuts to find the quickest line.
Kenotek Ypres Rally is one of the most challenging, compact
and entertaining rallies. Three days of competiton on specialist roads combined with an incredible atmosphere and
a star-studded entry offer a unique motorsport experience
beyond comparison !

Madeira Island, the Pearl of the Atlantic, one of
the oldest tourist destinations in Europe, boasts
a unique combination of Old World charm and
contemporary innovation.
Club Sports da Madeira, organized the 1stTour
of Madeira as tourism promotion and marketing
campaign in 1959. With the unwavering support
from the autonomous Regional Government of
Madeira on international sporting events to bolster the island’s world brand, Rali Vinho da Madeira (RVM) was first run in 1979 as a FIA ERC
event, and remains a top round in the Portuguese and Regional Rally Championships.
RVM fuels life. Local and international motor-

sport lovers gather to witness competitors
defy their driving skills on spectacular sinuous mountain asphalt stages and micro climates in a World Heritage setting of sun, sea, and
exquisite natural beauty.
The Rally Hall of Fame is filled with unforgettable RVM memories from the European and
Trophy Championships

The Skoda Rallye Liezen, the youngest among the
Austrian Championship Rallyes, is set in the centre
of the country, in the green heart of Austria – Styria.
The Rallye is based in the centre of Liezen surrounded by a picturesque and mountainous landscape –
the most famous and characteristic mountain is the
Grimming with an altitude of 2351 m.
The former PWRC World Champion and ERC Production Car Cup Winner Andreas Aigner is the
creator of this unique family-run Austrian Rallye
Event and has been organising Skoda Rallye Liezen
for 3 years. His personal international experiences
allowed him to establish an event which proved popular right from the beginning.
The focus is always set on the drivers and teams. The
150 stage kilometers are carefully selected and lead
the teams through great landscapes. After 14 stages
the Rallye crowds return to the Liezen City Center
for the spectacular Liezen City Stage – starting and
running in the middle of the town.
Thousands of fans follow this great show live.

The 2017 edition of the Rallye International du
Valais will be the 58th. It was first organised in
September 1960. Besides being a lifelong round
and the highlight of the Swiss Rally Championship, the RIV has been part of the European
Rally Championship from 1980. It has also been
a round of the Intercontinental Rally Challenge in 2007-2008. From 2009 to 2015, the event
has been included in the FIA European Rally
Championship and was awarded the trophy for
the best organisation in the 2013 ERC. It also
constitutes a round of the FIA R-GT Cup. In
2016 the event joined the Tour European Rally,
while still counting towards the FIA European
Rally trophy.
The geographical situation of the Rallye International du Valais, in the heart of Europe, the
breathtaking sceneries of the region and asphalted roads that are among the most demanding
of the discipline are as many assets to seduce the
most intransigent drivers, as well as an enthusiastic, connoisseur and hard to please audience.
Regular visitors are full of praise for the unique
character of its remarkable route from the sporting point of view, the quality of its organisation
and the high-level infrastructures it uses, as well

as the warmth of the welcome and the attraction
form an unparalleled backdrop.

tuscan

The 8th Tuscan Rewind will take the drivers
and fans of the Tour European Rally back to
one of the most challenging surfaces, the one
where rallies were originally born: gravel!
The 2017 edition will once again offer the
well known and beautiful stages, where the
world’s greatest drivers have fought for glory,
with a great appeal for both competitors and
spectators.
Montalcino is one of the world’s top tourist
destinations. The Tuscan town of mediaeval
origins is known for the production of wines
such as the “Brunello”, and its enormous and
magnificent wine cellars. It boasts the title
of best wine in the world 2016. Since 2010,
it is also known for the Tuscan Rewind, an
event created to combine the passion for
sport with the local hospitality culture of
Montalcino. A unique opportunity to taste
the typical dishes of the area and the many
high-quality wines.

The TER - TOUR EUROPEAN RALLY series combines some outstanding rallyes in
Europe, based in tourist-oriented areas, in an enhanced global promotion. It aims to
blend the sporting and tourism side to offer drivers and fans a unique experience.
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